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Statement of the Chairman 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

 

4 May 2020 

 

Budget performance for the period from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019 and proposed 

budget for the period from 1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021 of the United Nations 

Logistics Base at Brindisi, Italy 

(ACABQ report A/74/737/Add.6- related reports of the Secretary-General A/74/620 and 

A/74/730) 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

I am pleased to introduce the Advisory Committee’s report on the United 

Nations Logistics base in Brindisi (UNLB) on the budget performance for the period 

from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019 and proposed budget for the period from 1 July 2020 to 

30 June 2021. 

The Advisory Committee notes that the Secretary-General’s proposal for 2020/21 

amounts to $62,852,300 (gross), comprising civilian personnel ($41,388,500) and 

operational costs ($21,463,800), which represents a decrease of $529,100 or 0.8 per cent 

compared with the approved resources for 2019/20. 

With regard to the staffing proposals for UNLB, the Advisory Committee is 

recommending against the establishment of an Engineering Assistant national General 

Service post in the Supply Chain Service; the conversion of a Property Management 

Assistant G-7 post as a Property Management Officer at the P-3 level in the Central 

Service; and the reclassification of an Administrative Assistant post as Senior Liaison 

Assistant from G-6 to G-7 in the Service for Geospatial, Information and 

Telecommunications Technologies, based in Valencia. The Committee further 
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recommends abolishment of one Electrician, national General Service post in the Campus 

Support Section, that has been vacant for more than two years. 

In addition, in view of the pattern of expenditures, the Advisory Committee is 

recommending some adjustments under consultants and consulting services; training fees, 

supplies and services; and other supplies, services and equipment. The Committee is also 

recommending a reduction under official travel. The Committee considers that the General 

Assembly should be provided with further information on the acquisition of ICT equipment 

and the asset replacement programme, including the replacement of newly acquired 

equipment. 

On the question of scalability, the Advisory Committee continues to consider that 

there is a need to further to refine the relationship between workload factors and full-time 

equivalent requirements, as well as to ensure consistency in the application of the 

scalability model to estimate resource requirements. The Committee encourages UNLB to 

apply lessons learned from other United Nations service providers and service centres. 

With regard to services provided to other entities and cost recovery, the Advisory 

Committee is of the view that the General Assembly should be provided with 

comprehensive and more transparent information on the services provided, the related 

resource requirements, and the different financing/cost recovery arrangements, as well as 

on the recording of related income and expenditures. The Committee emphasizes also that 

prior approval needs to be obtained for the expansion and financing of services provided 

by the United Nations Logistics Base to non-peacekeeping clients/entities and trusts that 

further guidance on this matter will be provided by the General Assembly. 

In the interest of clarity and transparency, the Advisory Committee recommends 

that the General Assembly request the Secretary-General to include in future reports a 

summary of the resource requirements and expenditures of each of the tenant units hosted 

at UNLB. 
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Finally, the Advisory Committee notes that the Secretary-General will present for 

consideration by the General Assembly in the second resumed part of its seventy-fifth 

session the comprehensive report on the revised concept of operations for SDS that was 

requested by the General Assembly in its resolution 73/310. 

The Advisory Committee’s recommendations would entail an overall reduction of 

$214,100 to the proposal of the Secretary-General for 2020/21. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 


